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A Midyear Portfolio Checkup in 
Five Easy Steps
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ØStocks experienced volatility but the S&P 500 finished the first half of 2018 in the black

ØGrowth stocks continued to outperform value; small stocks outperformed large

ØBest-performing style-box square through 6/30: Small growth: + 11.05%

ØWorst-performing style-box square through 6/30: Large value: -1.69%:

ØBest-performing sectors through 6/30: Technology (+10.71%), Health (+7.25%)

ØWorst-performing sector through 6/30: Precious metals (-7.36)

ØForeign-stocks lost ground when currency effects are taken into account, generally 
underperformed U.S. stocks

ØDiversified emerging markets funds particularly hard-hit through 6/30: -7.05%

First-Half Equity Performance at a Glance
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ØBonds struggled due to interest-rate-related volatility, especially in the first quarter

ØLong-duration bonds the hardest hit; short-term bonds held up relatively well

ØEmerging markets debt a particularly hard-hit pocket of the bond market; rising dollar, 
negative headlines in Argentina and Turkey have hurt

ØBest-performing bond-market sectors through 6/30: Bank loan (+1.54%), Ultrashort bond 
(+0.74%) 

ØWorst-performing bond-market sector through 6/30: Emerging markets local currency 
bond (-6.26%), long-term bond (-3.6%)

ØMunicipal bonds held their ground amid still-buoyant economy; high-yield muni category 
gained 1.57% through 6/30

First-Half Bond Performance at a Glance
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ØRemember that less is more: Annual, semi-annual, or quarterly at the most

ØStay focused: Employ a checklist to help you get in and out

ØProgress from most important to less important variables

ØThink about your long-term strategy, not just performance

ØTake tax and transaction costs into account if changes are needed

As You Conduct Your Portfolio Checkups
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ØStep 1: Conduct a “wellness check”

ØStep 2: Assess stock/bond/cash mix relative to your targets

ØStep 3: Troubleshoot portfolio risk factors, problematic individual holdings

ØStep 4: Review individual holdings

ØStep 5: Put in place an action plan for second half of 2018

5 Steps in the Portfolio Checkup Process
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ØThumbnail test: 15% current salary = annual minimum savings target

ØHigher-income earners should target an even higher savings rate

ØShould have extra discretionary income
ØWill need to replace a higher percentage of salaries with portfolio income

ØSome savings benchmarks to mark your way

ØBy age 35: 1X-2X salary saved
ØBy age 45: 3X-4X salary saved
ØBy age 55: 7X salary saved
ØBy age 65: 10X-11X salary saved

Step 1: Conduct a Wellness Check (Accumulators)
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ØFor a more customized take on the adequacy of your investment accounts and 
savings rate, utilize a retirement savings calculator or seek help from a financial 
advisor

ØLook at all retirement assets in aggregate

ØBe sure to factor in:

ØInflation

ØReasonable return expectations, variability of returns

ØTaxes

ØThe role of other income sources, such as pensions and Social 
Security

Step 1: Conduct a Wellness Check (Accumulators)
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Ø If already retired or getting close to it, check viability of current or planned 
withdrawal rate

Ø Step 1: Calculate anticipated portfolio withdrawal

Year 1 Withdrawal
Minus Income from Other Sources

Equals Required Portfolio Withdrawal

Ø Step 2: Calculate withdrawal rate

Required Portfolio Withdrawal

Divided by Total Portfolio Balance

Equals Withdrawal Rate

Step 1: Conduct a Wellness Check (Retirees/Near-Retirees)
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Ø A very basic rule of thumb is that 4% with an annual inflation adjustment is a safe 
withdrawal rate for most

Ø For someone with an $800,000 portfolio:

Year 1 Withdrawal: $32,000

Year 2 Withdrawal: $32,960 (assuming 3% inflation)

Ø Plan to revisit withdrawal rate on an annual basis, be prepared to adjust downward if 
market heads down

Ø Bear in mind the following factors:

Asset allocation: Less than 50% in stocksà Be more conservative/take less
Time horizon: Longer than 30 yearsà Be more conservative/take less

Step 1: Conduct a Wellness Check (Retirees/Near-Retirees)
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Ø Morningstar’s X-Ray tool a good starting point

Ø Portfolio Manager enables you to X-Ray, as does Instant X-Ray (on Tools tab of 
Morningstar.com)

Ø

Step 2: Assess Stock/Bond/Cash Mix Relative to Targets
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Step 2: Assess Stock/Bond/Cash Mix Relative to Targets
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ØCompare actual asset allocation to your target asset allocation 

ØNo target asset allocation? Morningstar Lifetime Allocation Indexes and target-date 
funds can be a starting point 

ØCustomize your asset allocation based on factors such as the following:

ØYour human capital (type of job, life stage)

ØOther assets (spouse’s assets, taxable brokerage accounts, IRAs, etc) 

ØYour time horizon until you’ll need your money

ØRebalance if position in a major asset class is 5 to 10 percentage points higher than 
target

ØMany portfolios will be equity-heavy: Portfolio that was 60% stock/40% bond in early 
2009 would more than 80% stock today

Step 2: Assess Stock/Bond/Cash Mix Relative to Targets
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Baseline amount if retired:

Ø6 months’ to 2 years’ worth of living expenses

Baseline amount if working:

Ø3 to 6 months’ worth of living expenses

Other tips for setting your liquid reserves:

ØCustomize your reserve amount using HelloWallet’s emergency savings calculator: 
http://hellowallet.com/emergency-savings/#/

ØDo not count: Residual cash in mutual funds, short-term bonds

ØIf retired and need to replenish cash reserves, consider the following sequence:

ØSee how far bond income and dividend distributions will take you

ØUse rebalancing proceeds to deliver the additional income you need (for most 
retirees, this will mean trimming stocks right now; in other markets, maybe not)

Also Check Liquid Reserves
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ØAfter assessing asset-class exposure, check out the following:

ØSector/style positioning

ØGeographic exposure

ØIndividual stock overload (Stock intersection)

Step 3: Troubleshoot Portfolio Risk Factors
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ØSome parts of the market have soared while other segments have performed less 
spectacularly

ØGrowth > Value

ØMorningstar U.S. Growth Index: 16.4% 5-year annualized return

ØMorningstar U.S. Value Index:  10.5% 5-year annualized return

ØDeveloped > Developing/Emerging Markets

ØMSCI EAFE Index (developed only): 6.36% 5-year annualized return

ØMSCI Emerging Markets Index: 2.73% 5-year annualized return

Step 3: Troubleshoot Portfolio Risk Factors
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Compare Your Portfolio’s Style-Box Exposure to the Total U.S. Market
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Global market-capitalization distribution 

ØU.S.: 53%

ØRest of world: 47%

ØDeveloped markets: 90%

ØDeveloping markets: 10%

Some Additional Benchmarks to Gauge Portfolio Risk Factors
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ØRisk Factor 1: Tricky times for bond investors

ØRisk Factor 2: Complacency about equity risk

ØRisk Factor 3: Underrating inflation risk

Troubleshoot Additional Risk Factors
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ØThe Fed has begun increasing interest rates, which puts pressure on bond prices

ØAmong the hardest-hit bond types

ØLong-term bond funds: -3.6% YTD through 6/28

ØLong-term government bond funds: -2.7% YTD through 6/28

ØEmerging markets bond funds: -5.2% YTD through 6/28

ØFed has done a good job of telegraphing moves; near-term rate hikes already priced into 
bond market?  

Risk Factor 1: Tricky Times for Bond Investors
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ØConsider the following “duration stress test” for your high-quality bond holdings

ØThe fund’s duration minus fund’s SEC yield = expected loss over one-year period if 
interest rates rose by 1 percentage point

ØStress test most useful for high-quality bond types, less useful for junk bonds, 
international bonds, etc. 

ØLong-term government bond funds’ average duration: 17 years

ØLong-term bond funds’ average yield: ~3%

ØDuration of 17 minus 3% = ~14% loss if rates rose by 1 percentage point

Make Sure You’re Not Taking Excessive Interest-Rate Risk
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ØU.S. stocks have been volatile but mostly positive YTD

ØStocks don’t appear notably expensive on a bottom-up basis

ØAverage price/fair value for Morningstar’s global coverage universe: 0.93

Ø1.0 = market perfectly valued

ØBut current U.S. rally has been going on since March 2009 with few interruptions

ØAt a minimum, revisit:

ØAsset allocations versus targets

ØGrowth/value allocations

ØEquity-return assumptions for next decade

Risk Factor 2: Complacency about Equity Risk
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ØInflation (Consumer Price Index for All Urban Consumers) has been mild for past several 
years but has been trending up very recently 

ØMost recent CPI-U reading: 2.8%

ØHealth-care inflation also outpacing general inflation rate after a lull from 2010-2016

ØInflation is the most worrisome for retirees, whose portfolio paychecks aren’t inflation-
adjusted

Risk Factor 3: Complacency About Inflation
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ØDon’t wait until inflation is here to add inflation protection, especially if retired

ØBest sources of inflation protection include the following:

ØInflation-protected bonds (TIPS, I-Bonds)

ØStocks, especially wide moats with pricing power

ØReal estate, commodities, gold

ØBank-loan investments

Risk Factor 3: How to Shield Your Portfolio Against Inflation
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ØMorningstar Ratings and Analyst Reports enable you to quickly review the status of 
current holdings.

ØFor funds, red flags include:

ØRatings, manager, strategy changes

ØPersistent underperformance vs. cheap index fund

ØDramatically heavy stock, sector bets

ØFor stocks, red flags include:

ØHigh price/fair value, low star rating

ØNegative moat trend

Step 4: Review Individual Holdings
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ØPlan to contribute up to maximum to IRAs, 401(k)s if you can

Ø401(k), 403(b), 457 plan limits have increased a bit in 2018

Ø$18,500 (under age 50); $24,500 (50-plus)
ØContribution limit same for traditional, Roth accounts
ØEffective Roth rates even higher, because taxes are already removed from 

Roth contributions
ØIRA contributions the same in 2018 as in years past

Ø$5,500 (under age 50); $6,500 (50-plus)
ØContribution limit same for traditional, Roth accounts

Step 5: Put in Place an Action Plan for 2018
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ØConsider aftertax 401(k) contributions if you’re a high-income earner

ØTotal 401(k) contribution (employee contributions, employer matching, aftertax
contributions) limit for 2018: $55,000

ØOnly appropriate if maxing out traditional/Roth 401(k)s and IRAs

ØAlso consider Health Savings Account (HSA) contributions if covered by a high-
deductible health plan

ØMust be covered by a high-deductible health care plan

ØHSA contribution limit: $3,450 (self-only)/$6,900 (family); $4,450/$7,900 if over 55

Consider Other Accounts, Too
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ØCreate an investment policy statement

ØAn IPS is a blueprint that details your financial goals, asset allocation, investment 
criteria

ØCreate a retirement policy statement if retired or getting ready to

ØRevisit your beneficiary designations

ØCreate a master directory of all of your accounts, basic info

ØEmploy a password manager program to keep all of your financial info secure

These Tasks Also Deserve a Spot on Your 2018 To-Do List




